Stimulus parameters for multifocal pupillographic objective perimetry.
We compared the diagnostic power of 10 stimulus variants that assessed the visual fields of both eyes by recording pupillary responses to multifocal stimuli. The 10 variants comprised 6 initial tests, and 4 subsequent variants whose design was informed by the initial results. Two study groups containing 16 normal and 22 primary open angle glaucoma subjects, and 15 normal and 20 primary open angle glaucoma subjects had their diagnostic status verified by a slit-lamp investigation, applanation tonometry, 3 forms of perimetry, and Stratus OCT. Stereoscopically arranged displays presented multifocal stimulus arrays having 24 stimulus regions/eye within the central 60 degrees. Pupil responses were recorded by video cameras under infrared illumination. The 10 stimulus conditions varied in presentation rate, duration, stimulus luminance, and flicker rate. Stimuli were 4 minutes in duration, presented in 8 segments of 30 seconds. Up to 15% of the data of a segment could be lost owing to blinks and fixation losses without repeating the segment. Each recording gave 96 direct and consensual responses/subject. The best performing stimulus method gave a sensitivity of 1.0 ± 0.0 (mean ± SE) for moderate and severe glaucomatous fields combined at a false positive rate of 0.05. Median signal to noise ratios for peak response amplitude expressed as t-statistics exceeded 4 for several variants. Stimulus delivery rates of about 1 presentation/region/s and test luminance around 150 cd/m performed best diagnostically. Unlike automated perimetry, the mfPOP method provides information on response delays and afferent and efferent defects at each region of the visual field.